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Timmy Failure: It’s the end when I say it’s the
end
Written by Stephan Pastis
Below are the complete reviews, written by the Lovereading4kids members.
Iulia Motoc, Age 11
In this great, humorous and exciting book Timmy
Failure goes on an adventure to find his polar bear
business partner's brother. Timmy even writes a
play and has his first christmas with his dad.
Timmy Failure: It’s the end when I say it’s the end is a
phenomenal book and I really enjoyed reading it. This book
is comedy based and includes some very humorous
characters such as: Rollo, Timmy's best friend and Tom
John John, the buffoonish movie director. Also, Timmy is a
self proclaimed detective and has been on many missions.
And I can't forget to mention: Total, Timmy's rather large,
polar bear, business partner who happens to be looking for
his long lost brother.
Mark and Charlotte Dunn, age 8 and 11
The last and the best! Timmy Failure is just as funny, just as deluded and just as
hopeless as he has ever been. He is determined and confident in whatever he does
and just makes us smile and laugh!
This is his last adventure in the series and in reading every one of his books we now love
Timmy Failure. He keeps on believing in himself and his abilities as a detective despite being
really bad at it and so he always makes us laugh.
You can read the book in a really short time as it is written like a cartoon which is sad because
when it is finished you want to carry on reading and you feel a little lost that it is over.
However, Timmy looks super cool as a film producer as he is trying to make a school film
about his life before Christmas. Helped by Total, his polar bear, it turns out as you might
expect it to but it is a very sweet story too. We love Total and wish we had a polar bear friend.
We are also going to adopt Tommy’s catch-phrase - greatness never ends! We think children
will love this book but be sad when it does end.

Rob Anderson, age 8
A hilarious book with brilliantly funny illustrations.
I had read Timmy Failure Book 1 some time ago. I think it helps to have read some of the other
books in this series, so you know all about Timmy and Total, his partner, the polar bear and
their detective business. Timmy Failure and his class in this book are going to make a film
about his life. I liked the summary of each character’s life and what they became at the end
credits of their film. Total wants to go back to the Arctic to his brother. The illustrations are
very funny. I liked Molly as a chameleon and Timmy, his mum and Dave with their reindeer
antlers on their heads. I would recommend this book.

